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program. He said he did not understand why they would not have started with the pool of applicants that 
already received the $30,000 to make them eligible to receive the additional elevation dollars. 

Senator Murray said a nonprofit in his area, Beacon of Hope, found that about 25% of the 
homeowners that received Road Home grants had not touched their properties yet. Senator Murray 
suggested that non profits can assist with the compliance of the people that received money considering it 
is past the three year period for the Road Home Program. Senator Murray stated that a year ago Beacon 
of Hope had looked into people who received Road Home money and because OCD would not provide 
information to them, had to check permits at City Hall, and discovered 25% noncompliance. Mr. Forbes 
replied that his office has resources to help them get into compliance. 

Senator Murray said at the previous meeting the council asked OCD to consider suspending the 
RFP process in light of the problems with the state's HGMP program or to split it into two separate 
contracts - one for just Road Home, and one for the Elevation program. Mr. Forbes said they did 
consider it and discussed it with the program managers and pushed the date back a week because of 
questions from potential proposer. He said they decided to not suspend it, but continue because it is the 
smart thing to do for the state. Mr. Forbes said we always maintain the option to removing scope items, 
and in this case we were very clear that we may remove a good number of scope items, particularly in 
HGMP. He explained this produces greater competition, and expect better pricing, and be able to review 
proposals from many companies that might give ideas on how to do this more efficiently - on how to blend 
some parts and not others. Senator Murray said it also discourages smaller companies from submitting 
proposals. Mr. Forbes said the minimum number of people to be hired even if Road Home would be 
around 130, and not the level of job from a small company. 

Senator Peterson said this program is completely flawed and the state is on the line for millions. In 
the Review Estimating Committee, they saw the failure to recognize another $1.98 million, and it will be 
discussed at Joint Budget further. She asked why continue doing something the same way that is not 
working. Mr. Forbes responded that they are outperforming the administrative cost milestones and are 
elevating homes, and expect to have all the funds obligated within about 4-5 months. Senator Peterson 
said if the funds are not properly obligated then the state is on the hook and jeopardizing the fiscal state. 
All the people who want transparency and accountability and fiscal responsibility, this HGMP program is 
inconsistent with that philosophy - this is a completely irresponsible way to oversee Federal dollars that 
are completely within the jurisdiction of the state. Senator Peterson stated on the record that she 
suggested stopping the program but no one is listening, and does not want to be part of the 
embarrassment. 

OTHER BUSINESS 

Mr. Purpera stated that in 2010 this council asked his office to audit the Louisiana High School 
Athletic Association which had been issued. Since that time, LHSAA has filed a lawsuit against the 
Auditor of the state basically wanting to be declared a private entity and not a quasi-public entity. In the 
191

h Judicial District Court, the ruling was that the plaintiff's motion was denied for summary judgment and 
declared it to be a quasi-public body subject to the provisions of the audit law. At this time, no word on an 
appeal being filed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Senator Peterson made the motion to adjourn, and with no objections, Senator Murray adjourned 
the meeting at 5:09 p.m. 
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